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QUESTION 1

You ran out of space and added a eighth disk to your SCSI-I system. When you try to start, the system no longer boots.
What is most likely the cause of this problem? 

A. SCSI-I supports only 8 devices including the adaptor 

B. SCSI-I supports only6 disks per adaptor 

C. There is a SCSI-ID conflict that causes that problem 

D. You forgot to set the SCSI-ID #8 for the new disk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are having problems with a particular font and you want to see if its directory is included in XF86Config. Which
section contains this information? 

A. Paths 

B. Fonts 

C. Files 

D. Graphics 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

To change the priority of a running process, you use the _______ command (Specify command only with no options.) 

Correct Answer: renice 

-or- /usr/bin/renice 

 

QUESTION 4

You just started X for the first time and noticed that the display does not use the entire screen. What program can you
use to fix this? 

A. xvidtune 

B. xf86config 

C. XF86Setup 
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D. tweakscreen 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You installed a beta rpm package, but are experiencing some problems with it. How can you remove this package? 

A. rpm -qe rpmname 

B. rpm -V --remove rpmname 

C. rpm -r rpmname 

D. rpm -d rpmname 

E. rpm -ev rpmname 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the purpose of the and character at the end of a command line? 

A. It causes standard error to be unbuffered. 

B. It causes the command to be run in the background of the current shell. 

C. It puts the command under the job control facilities of the current shell. 

D. It causes the command to be run as a child of the initial login shell of the user. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You are building a server that will have many hardware and operating system upgrades. The server is the file server for
all users on your 100 user network. Which directory should have its own mountpoint and/or hard drive? 

Correct Answer: /home  

 

QUESTION 8

USB fax/modems that conform to this subclass of the Communication Device Class (CDC) vendor neutral standard are
Linux compatible (answer is a 3 letter acronym) 

Correct Answer: acm 
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QUESTION 9

To ensure that a running process continues to execute after you log out, the process should be started with what
command? 

A. live 

B. nohup 

C. saferun 

D. sh 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following commands will change all CR-LF pairs in an imported text file, userlist.txt, to Linux standard LF
characters and store it as newlist.txt? 

A. tr \\'\r\n\\' \\'\\' newlist.txt 

B. tr -c \\'\n\r\\' \\'\\'  userlist.txt 

C. tr -d \\'\r\\'  newlist.txt 

D. tr \\'\r\\' \\'\n\\' userlist.txt newlist.txt 

E. tr -s \\'^M\\' \\'^J\\' userlist.txt newlist.txt 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

How can you update a package only if an earlier version is currently installed on the system? 

A. rmp -- update rpmname 

B. rpm -U rpmname 

C. rpm -F rpmname 

D. rpm -- force rpmname 

E. rpm -u rpmname 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12
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While installing from source code you don\\'t see the configuration script. What command can you run to compile the
code? 

A. make configure 

B. install 

C. install makefile 

D. make 

Correct Answer: D 
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